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Featured articles and news

Interview with the Construction Youth Trust

"Teachers and schools do not understand construction very well"
according to Chief Executive, Carol Lynch.

Edinburgh school failures

RIAS criticise the transfer of
responsibility from
construction professionals to
other parties less involved
with the design process.

Structural engineering
codes

ICE examine structural
engineering codes and the
use of withdrawn British
Standards.

BREEAM and Tracker Plus

BREEAM expands its digital
horizon with the first online
dynamic syncing of
assessment data.

Studio Bell

A new music and arts centre
in Calgary, with subtle curves
and an amazing skybridge.

Featured building

A spherical house in Vienna that has become a micro-nation - the
Republic of Kugelmugel.

Around the web

Construction Manager, 21
Feb

Skanska UK to trial augmented
reality hard hats.

Constructing Excellence, 21
Feb

Lessons learned about healthy
buildings and wellness.

ICE, 20 Feb

ICE call for inspirational civil
engineering projects for the
centrepiece of their 200th
anniversary programme.

Construction Manager, 20
Feb

New chief executive says,
"there is still a future for CITB".

The Guardian, 20 Feb

Bovis to pay £7m to
compensate customers angry
about poorly-built homes.

The Guardian, 17 Feb

Could 'forest cities' be a radical
solution to China's air pollution
problem?

GCR, 17 Feb

The shortlist for the 2017 EU
Prize for Contemporary
Architecture.
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